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Entertainment Editor

As many of us students know, having a career in mind is a huge part of our school. On Tuesday, June
5th, we were invited to LCCC to attain some knowledge on the road ahead and to talk to some sponsors of
this trip.

When asked what teens should be doing to prepare for the future, Vince Wimberly, a personal trainer,
said, “Look around see how diverse the environment is, try to find a ethnic group for your target market.
It's a combination of finding what is actually gonna be growing and booming that you can see in the future
and finding something you're gonna be passionate about so you don't feel like you’re just chasing a
paycheck.”

Our very own Mr. Christian said, “Learn how to work hard. From my personal experience I started to
lose interest in school, but I understood the importance of learning how to work hard in spite of it. If you
train yourself to work hard now, when you get to the level you wanna be at, the realm you wanna be in,
you're already used to it, putting your nose to the grindstone. Then it's nothing to put work towards your
passion.”

Raptors Represent at LCCC Career Event

We also got to ask some sponsors why they sponsored this event. Edwin DePaula, founder and co-
owner to the business 0 to Infinity, had this to say, “It’s because I've been where you are right now. Your
education is the taxicab that will take you where ever you want to go as long as you guys are willing to
pay the price. This is a great opportunity that not that many kids have: access to education. Make the most
of it while you're here.”

When we asked Mr. Flavell why he sponsored the event, he
responded, “To impact the youth of Allentown, specifically the
students of EEACS. Careers are very very important. You need to
know what's out there. We're here for students to make an
informed decision after high school. You need to know the
location, the money involved, stuff like that. That way when you
graduate high school you're not shocked by anything. That's what
this whole event is about.”

We also caught up with Mr. Wiltshire and asked why it is
important to have career awareness. He stated, “ Because your
future depends on anything, on everything. I tell you guys a lot, as
students, to plan for tomorrow. Always plan. Redirect your way of
thinking. You don't have to know what you wanna do at this point
in time, but it's good to have a plan. The sky's the limit.
Understanding wherever you go, take a piece, learn from it, and
find your passion.” This is great food for thought over the summer.

At the LCCC event, there were many other speakers and
sponsors who had great experiences and advice to share. Hopefully
you take these speakers advice, heed their words, and someday
become an unstoppable force in the business world.
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Founder's Day 2018

Isaiah Rodriguez,
News Editor

Executive Education Academy Charter School was founded on May 22nd,
2014, and on Friday June 1st, 2018, EEACS celebrated its founding day. Two
teams at a time were invited to take a break from academics and go outside to
enjoy the festivities.

During our stay outside, students had access to popcorn, cotton candy, Kona
Ice, a dunk tank, a bouncy house, and an awesome inflatable obstacle course.
11th grade had a heated 3-on-3 basketball tournament, and many competitive
runs on the obstacle course. Leidy Camacho remained undefeated for a ridiculous
number of trials until she was finally defeated by Akeem Badal.

The younger kids were allowed to go into a bouncy house while also being
provided with free cotton candy and popcorn. When the Kona ice arrived, we all
swarmed the truck to buy various sizes and many flavors. It was necessary.

After the celebration outside, many teams were able to hang out in their
homerooms and participate in fun activities such as board games, listening to
music, and watching movies. On Team 6, awards for attendance, superlatives,
and academics were also given out in a spirited assembly. The best thing on this
day was the fact that most of us had no academics whatsoever.

We hope to have another spectacular day next year on Founder’s Day to
celebrate our growing school community!
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Talent Show Isaiah Rodriguez, News Editor

Sports

Reggie McGirt,
Sports Editor

I’m back again with an update in the sports world. This is a great time of year because football season is
approaching, the NBA finals are here, and baseball season has started.

For the fourth time in four years, we’re going to see the Golden State Warriors led by Kevin Durant,
Klay Thompson, and Steph Curry play the Cleveland Cavaliers led by LeBron James. For LeBron James
this is going to be his eighth straight NBA finals. The Warriors have taken the NBA championship. Steph
Curry has set a finals record in game 3 for making the most threes in a finals game with 9. He also became
number 2 on the all-time-three-pointers-made list in the finals, surpassing LeBron James, and he is now
right behind Ray Allen.

In the world of football, the draft was very controversial with arguably the best draft class in years. The quarterback, Baker Mayfield, was
drafted number 1 by the Cleveland Browns, running-back, Saquan Barkley, was drafted number 2 by the New York Giants, and quarterback, Sam
Darnold, was drafted number 3 by the New York Jets.

In our own community, once again, EEACS is doing wonders. The basketball team already has the first game of the season set up in the PIAA
tournament. Our new state of the art gym, which costs a whopping $4 million, is already being built, and it is planned to be finished by the
beginning of the next school year. The school is also in the process finishing a professional grade boxing ring and wrestling room. Finally, rumor
has it that there is also a volleyball team in the making.

Big things are to come for next year in the EEACS sports world, so this summer, get in shape, Raptors!

On May 11th, 2018, EEACS had its second annual talent show. Performers were made up of
students, staff, and outside guests demonstrating a range of talents from singing, to dancing, to
gymnastics, to comedy.

Of the 15 performances, some memorable acts included the singing of “PYT” by Kaiyah George, a
fifth grader who is also the daughter of Mr. George who showed up in the audience to cheer her on.
Tenth grader Kyaijah Abdul Ahad sang a hauntingly beautiful ballad in French, and Cameron
Crouthamel, an 8th grader, sang “Hallelujah” astounding everyone with his voice. Mr.Christian and his
lovely girlfriend also had an amazing performance singing “A Whole New World.” It was good from
the start, but when she blessed the audience with her angelic voice, it was automatically great.
Finally, the duet and solo of Keiry Martinez were the among the best without a doubt. Her father,

Douglas Martinez, sang a latin song with her called “Vivo Por Ella” (Live for Her), and for her solo
performance, she bravely sang the Whitney Houston classic “I Have Nothing.” Everything was going
swell until the music stopped during her performance. We all believed she would pause and wait for it
to return, but no, to our avail, she began singing acapella and blew the entire audience away with her
spectacular voice. In fact, the video clip of her singing circulated around the interweb, and she was
invited to New York to sing due to her sheer talent!
As friends of Keiry, some of Team 6 appeared to cheer her on, and Shaniza Rivera had this to say: “I came to support my best friend Keiry.

When the music turned off on her randomly, I got mad, but she kept going like the star she is. I love her and loved her show.”
Everyone involved seemed to have a great time, and, according to the show producer, Mrs. Mirto, this all wouldn’t have been possible without

the dedication of 9th graders Carmen Esteves and Chael Galarza, 10th grader Merit Abri, Miss Lizette Quintana, Ms. Maria Horvath,
and our fantastic hosts, Ty’relle Abdul Ahad and Mr. Ron Christian.

Congrats to all on a fantastic show!!!
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Escape or "Die"

Henry Jimenez,
Editorial Editor

Photo by Ayanna Croxton

Xavier Resto,
Editorials Editor

According to www.capturedlv.com, “Science teacher, Miles Fish, for years has been
abducting victims and holding them in his secret lab. Police are in pursuit, but nonetheless
you have just become his latest experiment. Fortunately for you, Miles has stepped out to
cover his tracks and you have a chance to escape. Don’t dally, find a way to unchain
yourself and flee to freedom. He will return in 60 minutes.”

The Raptor Call team heard about the escape room experience and knew we needed to
review it before summer. Eight 11th grade students and Mrs. Wendel went to Captured
LV on Main Street in Bethlehem and did the Alchemy Lab escape room which is known
to be the hardest escape they have. There were handcuffs, blindfolds, riddles, puzzles,
keys, locks, numbers, letters, body parts… all the good stuff. As a group, we were really

disorganized and just doing so many things at once. That didn’t matter though, working together, we still escaped. In fact, we made it on the
leaderboard since we escaped with over 8 minutes still left on the 60 minute clock. This is far better than other staff who went with friends and
never escaped (Mr. Schnieder).

The hospitality there is great and the concepts they have for escape rooms are cool, including the Alchemy Lab, the Mayan Temple, the Brain
Game, and the Pirate’s Chamber. The price is $25 per person for an hour, but, honestly, it’s something I would definitely do again over the
summer. It was intense and exciting, and afterwards you can walk around the area and go to restaurants and stores with whoever you escape (or
don’t escape) with. If you live in the Lehigh Valley, the Captured LV Escape in Bethlehem is something that you need to do with your friends.

From left to right: Shaniza Rivera, Joseph Rosa, Shy-Diek Francis, Mrs.
Wendel, Isaiah Rodriguez, Michael Diaz, Dalvin Ceballo, Xavier Resto,

Are you creeped out yet?
Have you ever been places and wondered if the place you are visiting had any past history? Maybe a

‘ghost’ or even an urban legend? Pennsylvania is no stranger to having tales. With years of history and lots of
legends, there’s no better way to enjoy your summer than with chills through your spine!Warning: What is
mentioned here should not be tried by anyone who is afraid or even paranoid. This article is for
information only. They’re urban legends after all, so they may not be even true... or are they?

The first item on our summer bucket list is the Cross Roads urban legend. This circulated around America for some time, and since PA has
plenty of these, you can try it yourself. It’s a lot safer to do with friends; yet, you need the materials in order to do it correctly. First, get a comb
and a face mask or veil to hide your face. Go to any cross roads at 3:00 A.M. Legend says that if you stand there rubbing the comb with your
fingers, a mysterious person may come along. When they do, you hide your face with the veil or face mask and ask them these simple words,
“What is my fortune today”? If they don’t respond, then they were not the right person, but if they do answer, they will tell you a future
happening in your life. This is by far the easiest urban legend to try out; however, it does come with a risk of getting robbed by a random
person, which is why it’s better to do it with friends, in a safe area. Do you know anyone who has tried this? Do you think it’s true?

Number two on the summer bucket list is a place in Bethlehem that has a bit of a creepy feel to it. I'm talking about the ‘Hotel Bethlehem’.
Visitors are always experiencing supernatural forces. For example, people have been touched when they are sleeping and have heard a little girl
calling for her mom in the hallway late at night! The scariest spot in the place is room 932. Urban legend
has it, a guy was rumored to have been killed here, and he haunts the room disturbing guests and even
flipping them out of their bed. I don't know if it's true or not, but if you have the cash and the nerve, you
will be able to experience it all for yourself right here in Bethlehem.

If you want a break from your couch this summer, there are tons of urban legends and haunted places
in the Lehigh Valley you can check out...if you dare.
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Team 6 Superlatives
In the long-standing tradition of every high school ever, we asked the student

body for the best among them - the shiniest examples of students and staff who
strongly embodied traits from athleticism, to ambition, to beauty.

The votes are in... congratulations to all of our stand-out Raptors!

Best Hair: Jason Flores, Cynthia Ramos, Mr. Wiltshire, and
Mrs. Good

Best Smile: Justin Almonte, Emily Lengle, and Mr. Wiltshire

Funniest:Michael Diaz, Abely Sosa, Mr. Smith

Most Likely to Succeed: Fernando Gaton, Jennifer Garcia, and
Mrs. Wendel

Most Athletic: Jorge Burgos, Keiry Martinez, and Mr. Wiltshire

Most Dramatic: Christopher Delgado, Ashley Cepeda, and Mrs.
Good

Loudest: Henry Jimenez, Mya Davis, and Mr. Waldron

Most Redirected: Henry Jimenez, Mya Davis, and Mr. Conklin

Nicest: John Gonzalez, Shy-Diek W.R., Victoria Torruella, and
Mrs. Wendel

Biggest Flirt: Guillermo Duran and Denisse Contreras

Quietest: Elijah Vega, Erin Steinmetz, and Mrs. Peters

Most Unique: Brandon Jones, Avery Rodriguez, Mr. Smith, and
Mr. Waldron
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Summer Skincare
Jennifer Garcia, Beauty Editor

Your must have products to survive summer 2018! All items you and your purse can’t live without.
An easy way to keep you glowing

Lips.
1. Jack Black- intense lip therapy balm spf 25
This is an intense lip balm with SPF 25 that hydrates the lip while protecting them from
harmful sun rays.

Hair.
2. Living proof -no frizz humidity shield
A veristle product for anyone that helps keep hair in place and with zero frizz while
protecting it from heat damage

Tan.
3. Clarins -golden glow booster for body
Get the perfect sun kissed glow with this self tanner that moisturizes and tightens skin
leaving no odor for a flawless complexion

Primer
4. Invisiblur performing shield spf 30 -murad
This primer is not only anti-aging, but it also minimize the appearance of fine line and
wrinkles while toning and perfecting the skin for makeup application

Spotlight Student: Elijah Vega

Michael Diaz
Who is Elijah Vega? The kid from NY? The quiet guy who usually

keeps to himself? To be honest, if you ask his 11th grade classmates, he's
more than that.

I’ve known Elijah for about 4 to 5 years, and it's been fun getting to know him.
Something you may not know? He’s an amazing artist! He is constantly sketching,
and the original icons and graphics he creates are funny and precise.

Elijah is also a YouTuber. He started his channel, NEON Productions, about
two or three years ago by making everything from tutorials to tournaments, and
his channel has 6.2 thousand subscribers! I don't know about you, but that's a lot
of people. He is an expert on one game: Overwatch. When asked about his plans
to expand to other games, it was clear he is loyal to Overwatch.

Finally, something about Elijah that you might have missed- he has joy! One of
the best moments I've had this year is when Elijah won the attendance award. He
won a Kindle Fire tablet. The look on his face was nothing but pure happiness,
like opening that thing you wanted on Christmas. The same joy is present when he
wins academic awards, and he even dabbed when he was voted “quietest” by his
peers on Team 6. The crowd went wild because, although he likes to keep to
himself at times, we all love him.

So this is Elijah Vega- artist, Youtube mogul, and Raptor of EEACS.

Team 5
Superlatives
Best Hair: Kerine

Nas
Ms. Martinez

Best Smile: Rosalyn
Wish
Mrs. Ringholm

Funniest: Elias L.
Alexia, Zette, Chanel
Mr. Johnson

Most Likely/Succeed: Christian
Rosalyn, Ynette
Mr. Christian

Most Athletic:Alejandro, Gabriel
Carmen E.
Mr. Cunningham

Most Dramatic: Chanel
Wish
Ms. Tasker

Quietest: Caroline V.
Matthew O.
Ms. Martinez

Most Redirected: Zette
Jaseer
Mr. Frankenfield

Nicest: Kerine
Izaiah, Marcello, Kelly
Ms. Martinez

Most Unique:Maylea
Wilfredo
Miss Mayberry

Biggest Flirt: Taylischa, Wendy
Izzy
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The Deadpool 2 Review that
Nobody Asked For.

Deadpool 2 can be described as a family friendly comedy
movie, that is if everyone in the family is older than the age of
18 and thinks that a man getting ripped in two is absolutely
hysterical. From beginning to end the funny moments never
ceased to let up, and the 4th wall moments were absolutely
perfect. That said, the movie was surprisingly emotional.

Shy-Diek W.F.

The cameos in Marvel films are things that we have come to know and
love, but Deadpool 2 brought out possibly the best cameos in cinema history,
and that isn’t an exaggeration. I don’t want to say much about the story, but be
prepared with tissues because it may be a tear jerker. Overall, Deadpool 2 can
be considered one of the best Marvel films to date, and I recommend that you
watch it… if Mommy or Daddy gives the okie dokie.

The accuracy of the comic book characters were dead on… until Cable
showed up. Who would have thought that a character that’s supposed to be
6’8 can be played by a man who is a whole 10 inches shorter and pull it off?
Cable was absolutely amazing and provided for some great slow-motion fight
sequences while Deadpool did what Deadpool does. Ryan Reynolds’ as
Deadpool is a match made in heaven, even though he does some not so
hevenly deeds.

K.O.D

J. Cole decided to drop an album out of nowhere. On his last
album 4 Your Eyez Only, he gave everyone one month to
prepare, but his time, he only gave us one week.

The project has three main titles: Kids on Drugs, King of
Drugs, and Kill our Demons. The album has essences of each
name.

The first “leak” was his free concert in New York where he
didn't allow anyone to bring anything - no phones, cameras,
nothing. He sang the song, K.O.D, which is the first song on the
album. Soon after, he flew to London and did the same. His
Instagram page uploaded the cover and the song orders. I was
excited. Since his last album, 4 Your Eyez Only, was meant to
communicate a strong message, K.O.D was pleasant change.

Kids on Drugs is reflected in the song “1985-Intro to ‘The
Fall Off.’” Even if this is a response to Lil’ Pump’s diss track, it
talks about kids wanting to see their favorite artist popping pills
and being tatted from their face to their heels.

King of Drugs is represented by the song “ATM.” This song
speaks about money and how it can destroy one’s life.

Finally, Kill our Demons is represented with “Once an
Addict - Interlude” which is about his mother on drugs and how
he tries to help and stop her.

This album is a work of art, and I recommend it to anyone
looking for some new songs to bump to.

Joseph Rosa,
Entertainment Editor

Michael Diaz
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God Of War

Xavier Resto,
Editorials Editor
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Kratos is the protagonist in the God of War video game series and he’s had an
interesting life. To sum it up, Kratos gave his life/soul to Ares who was the previous
God Of War so he wouldn’t die in battle. Then, Ares tricked Kratos into killing his
own wife and daughter, so, Krato’s had vengeance and anger in his heart and swore
to do anything to kill Ares and kill anyone who got in his way. Long story short
Kratos becomes an unstoppable “monster” and kills all Greek Gods(including Zeus
who turned out to be his father) and Olympus gets destroyed. So, Kratos crawls away
in pain from all the fighting he just did. Then the story just ends. That's it. You’re not told if he’s alive or not. The stories just, over.
8 years later we see the man who single handedly destroyed his world and killed his father in a different world with a child who turns out to be

his son, Arteus. They both decide to spread the ashes of Atreus’ mother, on the highest mountain peak in all the worlds. But, you see them grow
together even with anger and frustration between the two of them since on their way to the highest mountain peak they kill thousands and
thousands of people. So for a 10 year old kid, killing people everyday might not be the best way to grow up. For Kratos, he was a part of war since
he came out the womb and he expects his son to be the same. Kratos even tries to comfort his son but pulls away every time because he doesn’t
know what he’s doing. It’s a cliche father son story with Kratos not really understanding how to raise his son since he never really had a sense of
family (and killed his father).

Summer Anime Recommendation: Hunter X Hunter

You may not like anime because of common misconceptions, but I can assure you that even if you’ve never
been interested in anime, this one is worth a try. Hunter x Hunter is an action adventure and fantasy type of
anime. A boy named Gon is trying to find his father who left him when he was young. His father was believed to
be dead, but he only wanted Gon to believe that until he was old enough to become a hunter. His father left
behind clues so that he could find him, but Gon encounters a lot of trials before he is able to catch the best
Hunter in the world, his father.

In this anime, Hunters are licensed professionals who perform tasks such as locating rare or unidentified
animal species, treasure hunting, surveying unexplored places in the world, hunting down lawless individuals, or
doing whatever they want without consequences. The fantasy aspect of this anime comes in the form of “Nen”
which is the life force that every human possesses but only few are able to access. Gon and his best friend Killua
both have their share of family and personal trials they must overcome to achieve their goals, which in this case,

isn’t the typical desire to be the most powerful. Instead, they each have their separate stories, goals, backgrounds, and ideals so that the watcher
can take a break from the character they see the most.

Hunter x Hunter is the anime for you if you love fighting, suspense, a great plot, interchangeable main characters, and some of the best villains
in all of anime. I hope this is the summer that you give watching anime a shot, and I hope you enjoy it!

Shy-Diek W.F.


